
1PCOM SEQUENCE 5 SHOPPING Students' worksheet 2

Listening comprehension: Watch the following videos and extract the information you need to talk about 
the topic.

Messages à dominante argumentative
B2 Comprendre des questions ou des informations sur la qualité d’un produit ou d’un service
Comprendre les arguments.
Écouter et choisir entre plusieurs expressions ou phrases celle qui rend exactement compte du message 
entendu.

Video 1

1. Fill in the gaps

Use the following words: want- city- biggest-online-clothes- click-clothes
 

Shopping for clothes online

What are the advantages for shopping for .......... online ?

I think the ............ advantage for shopping for .......... online is that when you’re not in a major ......... 
where you’re going to have those more trendy pieces or er more availability, go ........... and at 
the ........ of a button you can get anything you ........

 2. Find the expressions meaning the same thing in the script

– it's very quick
– there's more choice
– you can always buy fashionable stuff
– the items are always available
– even if you don't live in a big town you can have choice

Video 2

1. Fill in the gaps

Use the following words:policy-home- colour- actually-definitely- see-looks-fit-so-trying-sites-
disadvantages

What are the ...................... for shopping for clothes online ?

The biggest disadvantage in shopping online is prob….not probably is ............... you’re not ........... it 
on, you don’t ....... the piece, you don’t ......... know what it ........ like. Maybe it’s one thing on the 
internet and then when you get it at ....... it doesn’t ......, it’s the wrong .........., a weird off-colour, 
cranberry might look purple. Whatever the case may be, you er don’t know what it looks like ........ 
make sure that when you are shopping that you go to ........ that have a liberal return .........

 2. Find the expressions meaning the same thing in the script
– on ne peut pas essayer
– on ne voit pas le produit
– on doit être sûr que le site reprend les articles si ça ne convient pas
– la couleur peut ne pas correspondre



Correction script vidéos

What are the advantages for shopping for clothes online     ?  

 

I think the biggest advantage for shopping for clothes online is that when you’re not in a major city where you’re going 
to have those more trendy pieces or er more availability, go online, and at the click of a button you can get anything 
you want.

 

 

What are the disadvantages for shopping for clothes online ?

 

The biggest disadvantage in shopping online is prob….not probably is definitely , you’re not trying it on, you don’t see 
the piece, you don’t actually know what it looks like. Maybe it’s one thing on the internet and then when you get it at 
home it doesn’t fit, it’s the wrong colour, a weird off-colour, cranberry might look purple…..Whatever the case may 
be, you er don’t know what it looks like so make sure that when you are shopping that you go to sites that have a 
liberal return policy.

 


